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Note from the Headmaster
Fall has brought freshness to the sails of BCBS.
New students, new skills to learn, new facilities,
new staff, and the prospect of a permanent
campus all contribute to an air of exuberance!
The breath of God’s spirit continues to guide
and confirm the mission at hand as we look forward to the course ahead.

Kick-off Week
As both a survival skill and hobby, BCBS taught students
the whole process of fishing. After catching crawfish for
bait, the young men cut their own bamboo fishing poles,
attached their line and hook, fished in our neighbor’s
pond, then sampled Mr. Lee’s fried version of their fresh
catch. Farm to table at its finest!

Learning to experience the beauty and joy that can be
found in nature has always been an essential component
of BCBS. Our day spent hiking up Roaring Run Creek and
sliding down the numerous mossy waterfalls definitely accomplished our mission!
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Marksmanship at the Wilderness Camp
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Service Projects
Every year East 4 West hauls a truckload of gifts and
clothing to the Navajo Reservation in Arizona at
Christmas. BCBS students spent an afternoon
helping this organization wrap gifts and assemble
boxes that will be delivered to these Native
American families.

Carpentry
The carpentry elective is designed not only to teach
young men how to build items of wood and the process involved in turning trees into usable lumber for
construction, but also to identify the varying properties of wood. The students harvested a tree, cut it into
planks with a portable sawmill, using math calculations
to determine footage available and size needed. They
also compared and identified numerous species of
wood in samples and furniture, built planter boxes,
and then filled them with a variety of fall vegetable
seeds. Another farm to table experience!

Chores
Teaching young men to respect their space is important. Each
Friday, students tackle their assigned chore and clean the
school facility. It’s quite impressive how quickly, thoroughly
and joyfully students accomplish this task.
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Backpack Trip to Lake Moomaw
Students and teachers backpacked three miles into a
primitive campsite on a secluded peninsula of Lake Moomaw carrying their newly made house flags and sharing
the burden of carrying a heavy rock. Two other teachers
canoed in towing kayaks, hauling water and other necessities.
As befitting the classical approach of teaching, many of the academic studies were incorporated into our camping
activities, most significantly, astronomy studies in science. Having made displays of various constellations in class,
the students were able to see those star formations shine brilliantly under the dark, cloudless skies of the new
moon. Some saw the Milky Way for the first time; others saw the most falling stars ever. One student sighed in
amazement, “Wow! This makes the whole hike worth it.” Awe and wonder in nature… These are the pearls of
outdoor education!
The swimming skills students learned in P.E. were most helpful in the “Crossing the Channel” swim challenge, a
true confidence builder. They particularly liked the Life Saving lessons where “drowning” students were
“rescued” by other students in a variety of ways. Teamwork was a key ingredient to the numerous swim and
boating relays between houses. The nature journaling students have been practicing in art was perfect for sketching this piece of heaven while reflecting on the beauty of God’s creation.

Rugby
BCBS was blessed to have VMI rugby
coach, Tim Passmore, spend several
days helping students learn rugby, a
sport that is now part of the BCBS program. Surprisingly, most students
prefer rugby to football!!
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